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Grammar 

❖ Choose the best answer to fill in the blank in each question. 
1. This ring is ______________ in the shop. 

a. a. the expensivest b. more expensive  c. the most expensive d. expensive 

2. In Europe, August is ____________ than February. 

a. hot    b. hotter   c. hottest  d. hottest are 

3. Trains are __________ planes. 

a. As expensive as b. As expensive  c. expensive as d. none   

4. Our neighborhood isn't ________our old one. 

a. as noisy as  b. as noisy      c. noisy as    d. noisy   

5. The subway is____________ during the day than at night. 

a. crowded    b. more crowded     c. the most crowded   d. crowed more  

6. He is a tourist. ______ tourist is in Jeddah. 

a. A   b. An    c. The     d. none     

❖ Write a or an or the to fill in the blank: 

1. I bought _____ new TV set yesterday.  

2. Are you coming to _______ party next Saturday? 

3.  He is  ______ engineer. 

Vocabulary  

❖ Choose the best answer to fill in the blank in each question. 
1. A bus, a train, and a taxi are all kinds of _____. 

a. air quality  b. public transportation c. crime rate  d. culture and recreation     

2. ____________ are green areas. 

a. Buildings  b. Roads   c. Parking lots  d. Parks   

3. I An apartment is a type of __________ . 

a. recreation  b. transportation  c. housing  d. hospital     

4. A safe city has a low __________ . 

a. crime rate  b. cost of housing  c. air quality  d. public transportation    

5. Efficient buses are always _________ . 

a. punctual   b. cozy     c. late   d. dangerous   

6. _________ is The bride of the red sea. 

a. Riyadh   b. Dammam    c. Hail    d. Jeddah     

 

❖ Write the correct word under the picture.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

❖ Choose the correct letter.  
• Green Are…..   ( o – a – t ) 

• Bus tic…et is expensive   ( k – g – v )  

 

Name :…………………………………………………………………………    Class:…….………. 

Traffic – Airplane - Train 


